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Who we are

• 3,000 engineers, IT specialists, technicians 
 and managers in Germany, Austria,  
 Switzerland and the Czech Republic 

• More than 10,000  
 employees at 
 97 offices in 
 35 countries

• Internationally successful 
 for over 40 years

Where to find Brunel

Good decisions should always be based on detailed information.
Brunel gives you several ways to find it: 

  brunel.de/jobs

  brunel.de/events

  brunel.de/standorte 

Adding more value to your career



One employer, many opportunities!

A varied career full of exciting challenges awaits you at Brunel: 
from medium-sized companies to hidden champions and DAX-
listed corporations; from road, rail, sea and air to space travel 
projects; from the conventional to the innovative; from R & D 
to finished products; from the national to the international. We 
are looking for everyone from career beginners to experienced 
professionals.

Brunel, one of the leading engineering service providers in 
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and the Czech Republic, supports 
its clients with project solutions in all kinds of technical industries 
and disciplines.

How much diversity do you want? The choice is yours! We offer 
you virtually unlimited possibilities to help shape the course of 
technological progress – all with the security of knowing who is 
behind you: Brunel!

Launch your career with one of the most successful engineering 
service providers.

Welcome to Brunel!

Employment terms
We think strategically and plan for the long term. That is why we 
give our people indefinite contracts. Our collective agreement 
with the ver.di trade union keeps your salary independent of 
individual clients. You will also enjoy attractive welfare benefits, 
as well as training and further education that is tailored to your 
individual needs.

Corporate culture
Working together is more than just a catchphrase at Brunel. 
Mutual respect shapes all our dealings with each other –  
between employees and on every level of the company.

Diversity
We are a global player. We keep ourselves fit for the future by 
encouraging our people to share thoughts, ideas and methods, 
but also by promoting understanding between different people 
and different cultures. This approach helps us find efficient, 
innovative, multi-faceted solutions to every new challenge.

This is your invitation to a future of cooperation and togetherness.

We look forward to seeing you!


